The Social Map as a participative instrument to elaborate the Integrated Fire Management Plan of the Chapada dos Guimarães National Park
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ABSTRACT – Promoting the participation of surrounding communities and valuing their knowledge and cultural manifestations are objectives included in the Chapada dos Guimarães National Park Management Plan, which extends to the fire management. This study presents how the “Social Map of popular knowledge related to fire” held in the São Jerônimo community contributed to the elaboration of the park’s Integrated Fire Management Plan - PMIF 2019. Social mapping activities have followed the ‘path’ of fire in the daily life of the community since ancient times. The community has been experiencing recurrent wildfires in recent years due to water scarcity and local geographic formation, which turns fire combat more difficult. A mapping meeting and interviews with older residents allowed to identify spatially how their inhabitants dealt and deal with fire (habits), and how it interferes with their well-being and in nature (habitat). From the cartographies elaborated with and by the residents, it is possible to visualize fire as a fundamental dualogical social being in the daily life of the community. The bureaucracy to get controlled burning permits and the frequent incidence of wildfires, among other factors, contribute to the outbreak of social and environmental conflicts. By incorporating traditional knowledge into PMIF, we give audience and add value to the local culture. The stimulus to a dialogue based on the generating theme “fire” is the basis for a practical and reflective environmental education, settled in making and acting experiences, under the axiomatic perspective of values, ethics and political vision inherent in environmental education. Now, the park's management team is waiting for adequate climate conditions to implement prescribed fires in the Morro São Jerônimo region implementing the community suggestions listed in the Social Map. This process reflects an Ecology of Knowledge, which it is expected to build instruments that may contribute not only to environmental conservation and the reduction of incidence of wildfires in the region, but also to strengthen the community and identify possible public policies that reflect realities lived by the residents of São Jerônimo and the other communities around the Chapada dos Guimarães National Park.
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